Why should kids get to have all the **FUN**?

Are you ready for a beautiful summer of getting lost in great stories and enjoying fun activities?

**June 24 – August 26, 2023**

Keep track of your reading by **coloring in one ice cream cone for every 1 hour that you read.**

After you complete your 7 hours of reading and have **completed 2 of the activities below**, drop off your sheet at the nearest EPL branch to have your name entered into the prize draws.

1st HOUR 2nd HOUR 3rd HOUR 4th HOUR 5th HOUR 6th HOUR 7th HOUR

Visit [epl.ca/Summer-Reads](http://epl.ca/Summer-Reads) for links and other resources to help you complete the activities below.

**READ**

- A book set locally or written by a local author
- A banned or challenged book
- A book by an author who is Black, Indigenous or a Person of Colour (BIPOC)
- A book that was published in the past year
- A children’s or YA book
- A title recommended on #booktok
- A graphic novel
- A memoir or biography
- A poetry collection, short story or play
- A book about food

**EXPERIENCE**

- A movie or television adaptation of a book
- Live music or music from a local musician
- Trying a new way to get somewhere
- Recommending a book to someone you know
- A park or explore the river valley
- Watching the sun rise or set
- An EPL class or event
- Learning a new skill or start a new hobby
- Trying out a new recipe
- Greeting someone in a new language

*Or listen to an audiobook! Learn about the other book formats we have available at [epl.ca/resources](http://epl.ca/resources)*
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Share your activities on social media by using **#EPLSUMMER**

[epl.ca/Summer-Reads](http://epl.ca/Summer-Reads)